COMPEER VIKING ASSET

BIG LAKE ENERGY INC.

READER ADVISORY
Certain statements in this presentation constitute forward looking statements or forward looking information within the meaning of
applicable securities laws (“forward looking statements”). Such forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Fortem Resources Inc. (“Fortem” or
“the Company”), or developments in Fortem’s business or in its industry, to differ materially from the anticipated results, performance,
achievements or developments expressed or implied by such forward looking statements. In particular, statements concerning oil and
gas reserves may involve the implied assessment that the resources described can be profitably produced in the future, based on
certain estimates and assumptions. No independent third party has reviewed the reasonableness of any such statements, estimates or
assumptions. No member of the Fortem team represents or warrants that such forward looking statements will be achieved or will
prove to be correct. Actual future results and operations could vary materially from the forward looking statements. Similarly, no
representation or warranty is made that the assumptions on which the forward looking statements are based may be reasonable. No
audit, review or verification has been undertaken by Fortem or any independent third party of the assumptions, data, results,
calculations and forecasts presented or referred to herein. The recipient acknowledges that neither it nor Fortem intends that Fortem
act or be responsible as a fiduciary to the recipient, its management, stockholders, creditors or any other person.

Each of the recipients, by accepting and providing this Corporate Presentation respectively, expressly disclaims any fiduciary
relationship and agrees that the recipient is responsible for making its own independent judgments with respect to any transaction and
any other matters regarding this Corporate Presentation. Forward looking statements include all disclosure regarding possible events,
conditions or results of operations that is based on assumptions about future economic conditions and courses of action. Forward
looking statements may also include any statement relating to future events, conditions or circumstances. Fortem cautions you not to
place undue reliance upon any such forward looking statements, which speak only as of the date they are made. Forward looking
statements relate to, among other things, changes in the resource market; the market focus of Fortem revenue mix and margin targets;
operations priorities; and strategy for its products and solutions. The risks and uncertainties that may affect forward looking statements
include, among others, the completion and integration of acquisitions, the possibility of technical, logistical or planning issues in
connection with deployments, the continuous commitment of Fortem customers, demand for Fortem assets and other risks detailed from
time to time in Fortem filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission and Canadian provincial securities regulators. Forward
looking statements are based on Management’s current plans, estimates, projections, beliefs and opinions, and the Company does not
undertake any obligation to update forward looking statements should assumptions related to these plans, estimates, projections, beliefs
and opinions change.
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NORTH AMERICAN RESOURCE PLAYS
Canada
Viking Light Oil Horizontal Play
Alaska

first horizontal well drilled in 2007
2,625+ horizontal wells drilled to date
600 – 850m depth and 35o API oil
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VIKING LIGHT OIL FAIRWAY
Fairway extends from Plato
field in SW Saskatchewan to
Redwater Field in Eastern
Alberta
Well defined light oil
accumulations
deal candidate for horizontal
wells with multi-stage
fractures
Shallow formation depths and
low cost operating
environment with year round
access
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Compeer VIKING oil play
Fortem
Anegada
Spur
Penn West
Novus
Raging River
Apache

135 horizontal wells drilled or licenced surrounding Compeer land base
52 horizontal wells have yielded first 4 month production rates of >50 BOPD
Major players in the area include Apache, Anegada, Raging River, Rolling Hills, Spur, Novus and Penn West
Raging River recently acquired Anegada for $126 million
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VIKING LIGHT OIL FAIRWAY
Drilled first Viking horizontal well 04-32-3302W4 in 2012. Production from the well has
established the presence of light oil with
associated gas.
Earned 100 percent working interest in 8
sections of land from intermediate energy
company
Prominent Viking oil producer Raging River
drilled its first horizontal well at Compeer in
2014 (5 miles NW of Fortem acreage) and
recently acquired Anegada in a $126 million
deal
Announced December 10, 2015 Raging
River paid $45,645 per flowing boe of
production

Vertical Viking

Horizontal Viking

> 50 bopd in 1st 4 months
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Fortem 4-32 well ticket

The horizontal leg was drilled with a lateral
section of 1000 m and fracked in 10 stages using a BJ
Viking B Nitrified frac system with 15 tonnes of sand
per stage
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Fortem 4-32 production

The well has inconsistently produced
due to improper pumping setup. The
well continually gas locks as it has
nothing downhole to provide gas
separation.
When the gas lock breaks, the well
pumps at a rate of about 10 bbls/d but
quickly gas locks again. Pumping
efficiency runs about 10%
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Fortem compeer viking
Northwest Log

Fortem Log

Southeast Log
Fortem log suggests Viking formation has similar
thickness as Viking to the northwest and southeast,
with slightly less porosity
- Fortem log indicates Viking is shalier, thus likely less
permeable

Different completion techniques required to
unlock oil flow
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Compeer offset performance
Performance from
offset wells is
scattered, with
peak one-month
production rates
ranging from 10 –
180 bbls/d
Average well
achieves 60 bbls/d
peak month
average oil rate
and stabilizes
around 15 bbl/d
after one year
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Compeer development plan

Workover the 4-32 well by cleaning out
the wellbore and re-configuring pumping
equipment
31 initial locations at 4 wells per
section

Strongbow
4-32 HZ

32 additional locations at standard
industry spacing (63 locations total)

Total Potential reserves of 2.7 MMbbls,
assuming 5% recovery factor on
potential 55.5 MMbbls Original Oil in
Place

1 Mile

= Initial Drill Program
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= Future Wells

Compeer – ideal growth candidate
 Large Original Oil in Place – Potentially 55.5 MMbbls
 Low current recovery factor - < 1%
 Relatively low technical, operating and producing uncertainty
 Reasonable potential to increase reserves, production and cash flow
 Per well capex less than $1.0 million
 Operatorship and 100% working interest in order to control capital spending and operations
timing
 Year round access
 Availability and access to required services
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Contact information

U.S. Office
Suite 250, 777 North Rainbow Boulevard
Las Vegas, Nevada
89107

Michael Caetano
Director & COO
1.403.241.8912
mcaetano@fortemresources.com

Calgary Office
Suite 820, 906 12th Avenue S.W.
Calgary Alberta T2R 1K7

Investor Relations
Saf Dhillon
saf@fortemresources.com
1.604.688.2922

www.FortemResources.com
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